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AVEZA

Headquarter & Experience Center
Add: Sunon Central Business Building, No.200 Shimin Street, 
Qianjiang CBD, Hangzhou, Zhejiang Province, China

Russia Branch & Experience Center
Add: Sky Masnion, No.118 Varshavskoe Road, Moscow

European R&D Center
Add: Brunnenstrasse 156, 10115 Berlin, Germany

USA Headquarter & Experience Center
Add: 525 Technology Drive Suite 150 Irvine CA.92618, USA

India Branch & Experience Center
Add: Floor I & II, 643, Rd Number 36, Aditya Enclave, Venkatagiri, 
Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad, Telangana 500033, India
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Aveza, crafted by the cutting-edge German design 
studio FORM AND BRANCH, is inspired by the wings 
of a flying bird. It is a chair that swings with you 
flexibly while keeps its own balance, helping you 
break out of sedentary work style and adding more 
dynamic for the office elites at work.
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Hip Chair，一把会跳舞的椅子，摇摆你的身体！

Hip Chair can dance! Just move your body.

Move Freely,  Work Happily
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A suitable office chair is your warm company in the nine-
to-five working life, whose wide arms are indispensable 
along your career path. The V-shaped back support 
perfectly fits your back like a stretched wing and eases 
your lumbar and back like tender hands. The ergonomic 
design of the backrest allows easy adjustment according 
to your sitting position. This slight change for your back 
brings totally new level of comfort.

V-shaped 
backrest does 
everything 
for your back 
comfort
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Aveza, Born For 
Sport
Have you ever wondered how many moves a person 
would take in the office in a day? Drinking water, 
browsing websites, writing plans, passing documents, 
communicating with colleagues...How could one possibly 
go without a versatile chair? Aveza’s unique dynamic 
mechanism design empowers your 360 joints and 700+ 
pieces of muscles to move effectively with the backrest 
sway, greatly increasing your work efficiency. 

Seat Swing Angle (to right/left) ±10 Degrees
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Work and 
Communicate 
with Facility
Like a partner, Aveza gently follows your 
pace and consistently supports your body. 
Whether to fetch documents, discuss 
proposals or take a nap, it allows you to 
handle all these situations effortlessly.
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A Chair to Sit on 
and to Look at
A chair that never gets out of date requires 
a time-tested technique and presence. The 
“sandwich” structured seat cushion adopts high-
density molded foam, providing an elastic seat, 
while the polypropylene frame is as firm as a 
rock, offering an outstanding support. Tender yet 
powerful, it is Aveza’s raison d’être.
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Dynamic Space Empowers Your Health!
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A Fully Adjustable 
Chair Built For 
Your Comfort

With its ergonomic design, Aveza can 
be adjusted in accordance with the way 
you sit. No matter what your height 
and posture is, the chair can provide a 
most comfortable experience, meeting 
diverse work needs.

Headrest Height Adjustment 25mm

Height Adjustment 88mm

Backrest Tilt Adjustment Angle 20 Degrees Armrest Rotatable to Left and Right ±15 Degrees

Armrest Height Adjustment 45mm
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Flexible Support 
Relaxes Your 
Spine

The human spine is reversely S-shaped, and it 
might get deformed if the chair back doesn’t fit. 
Aveza adopts knit/mesh fabric, which consists of 
double-sided mesh and 0.18mm polyester yarn. 
Its 300g thick mesh brings you incomparable 
breathability and support, and the 3cm high 
elasticity perfectly and firmly holds your spine, 
distributing stress evenly.
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Adding Power to the Space,
Boosting Efficiency at Work!
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Seat/Headrest

Product Specifications

Backrest

Backrest/Seat/Headrest

CM-PC11B

CW-PC10H

CM-PC35B

CW-PC33H

CM-PC60B CM-PC83

CW-PC62H

CM-PC27B

CW-PC13H

Elastic Fabric

Jersey Knit 

Double-mesh AN Fabric

CW-PC83H

CW-AN10H CW-AN70HCW-AN21H CW-AN29H CW-AN30H CW-AN40H CW-AN50H CW-AN60H CW-AN80H

CAZ61SW
W610*D680*H980(mm)

CAZ63SW
W610*D680*H980(mm)

CAZ81SW
W610*D680*H1140(mm)

CAZ62SW
W610*D680*H980(mm)

CAZ60SW
W610*D680*H970(mm)

CAZ83SW
W610*D680*H1140(mm)

CAZ80SW
W610*D680*H1130(mm)

CAZ82SW
W610*D680*H1140(mm)

Given that products may be updated constantly, no further notice will be given in
regard of changes in specification, and the real product shall be considered as final.


